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If You’re Not A Hoober Customer,
YOU’VE NEVER SEEN SERVICE

LIKE HOOBER SERVICE!!!
WORKING HARDER Moober's technicians WORKING SMARTER Moober’s crew of
earn your business every day with in-field combine technicians have been gaming
combine repair. Hoober earns your business by experience for over 20 years. Hoober also
carrying the largest supply of parts, and invests in schooling at every opportunity, so no
routinely gets parts quicker than the competitor has better trained technicians,
competition. When you’re sitting during harvest Hoober also invented the Hoober-Boom, which is
time, you’re losing money by the hour. Hoober used for infield motor removal and has

m works tiarder to Set you back faster. developed techniques that have surprised even■ the factory engineers. Hoober works smarter to■ HH mm you

INTERCOURSE, PA MIDDLETOWN, DE McALISTERVILLE, PA
| ■ THREE LOCATIONS 800 732-0017 800 341-4028 800 433-6679

Youfve Never Seen
A Harvest Like This.
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Introducing The New 2300 Series Axial-Flow* Combines.
The three new 2300 Series engineering landmark - Focalized Flow combine - the exclusive,

combines are equipped with a high- Cab Mounting - minimizes motion patented rotor. And the recent
visibility operator environment so for a smooth, steady ride. A multi- addition of the Cross Flow™
revolutionary, everything else is function propulsion lever puts most cleaning fan provides a remarkably
history. operations right in the palm of your uniform, powerful airflow throughout

Wider, amazingly comfortable and hand. And an all-new right-hand entire sieve area,

designed with convenient cab- console moves in tandem with your not stOP anc* see the
forward controls and seat. new Case IH 2300 Series for
instrumentation, this cab literally At the heart of the 2300 Series Wfl' hf' P y°“ diSC°VOr 3

conforms to its occupant. An remains the strength of the Axial- better way of looking at your

SEE YOUR LOCAL CASE IH DEALER TODAY!


